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**Tutoring Goals for 2014-2015**

Below are the goals I have set for myself for this coming academic year, 2014-2015 as a Graduate Tutor in the Writing Center:

1. Write **clear** recommendations and write them as legibly as possible so that the writer can take something with her/him. I believe it is important for writers to take away revision ideas based on our conference together.

2. **Balance** leading questions with more objective questions so as to balance the collaborative task – i.e. leading questions for me as a tutor **guiding**; objective questions for the writer to get them **thinking** about his/her own writing.

3. Continue to greet writers enthusiastically and jovially to establish a good working rapport.

4. Vary my Writing Conference In-Take spiel so as to not ask the same questions and the same phrases every time (this goal mostly applies to repeat writers – I do not want them to think they are working with Cyborg JTL9-HZ-292).